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A History Of Modern Britain
The charity works to support and uplift marginalised young people through a range of projects and initiatives. It will now provide AQA award units on Black British history. The organisation is ...
This charity is teaching children that Black British history is British history
Scottish nurse known to many as the “ Black Florence Nightingale ,” has a complicated history in British public memory. After essentially disappearing for a century after her death, Seacole was ...
Mary Seacole and the Politics of Writing Black History in 1980s Britain
The aim of theMHRA Tudor & Stuart Translationsis to create a representative library of works translated into English during the early modern ... The History of Cambria, now called Wales, a part of the ...
Humphrey Llwyd, 'The Breviary of Britain': with selections from 'The History of Cambria'
History of the British & Irish Lions Shirt. The red jersey is now iconic – but it’s not the colour the tourists have always worn ...
History of the British & Irish Lions Shirt
Since “community standards” did “not deem the exposure of males’ breasts offensive”, the judge concluded, men were permitted to wander about shirtless. In other words, women’s breasts were offensive; ...
Bloodied feet, outrageous breasts and the sinister power of a hair cut: a history of the body
Medicine has a long history as both a practical enterprise and a scientific ... ‘Have there ever been any professors of neurology anywhere in Great Britain?’ It was September 1934. Cushing was ...
The neurologists: A history of a medical specialty in modern Britain, c.1789–2000
Leading Jewish groups and Israeli officials were outraged on Friday at the The Guardian listing its past editorial support for the 1917 Balfour declaration — which announced the British government’s ...
British Jews Blast Guardian Article Listing Its 1917 Support for Creation of Israel Among ‘Worst Errors of Judgment’ in Paper’s History
Extending Role of Science, Medicine and Public Health EXTRA LIFE: A SHORT HISTORY OF LIVING LONGER to Premiere on May 11, 2021 on PBS Amid COVID-19 Pandemic, Steven Johnson and David Olusoga Guide ...
Celebrate Unsung Heroes of Public Health in “EXTRA LIFE: A SHORT HISTORY OF LIVING LONGER” starting May 11
LONDON — Prince Philip's death marks more than the passing of Queen Elizabeth II's husband — it is a reminder that her nearly 70-year reign, the longest in British history, is in its final ...
With Prince Philip's death, the role of a modern monarchy comes into focus
"(Princess Diana had) that sense of having an eye to what the public expects, and just knowing how to strike the right note," said British ... royal history and emblematic of modern royal funeral ...
A brief history of Britain's royal mourning dress codes
Popular history dictates that the UK coal industry ... Competition from cheaper fuels and the emergence of nuclear power pushed British coal into decline soon after the Second World War.
How the story of modern Scotland is the story of Scottish coal
When news leaked that Rep. Marjorie Taylor Greene (R-Ga.,), among others, was planning an “America First” caucus, with its plan to return to “Anglo-Saxon political traditions,” many observers ...
OPINION | JONATHAN DAVIS-SECORD: The real history of Anglo-Saxons
The producers, choreographers, and dancers behind the "Umbrella" and "Singin' in the Rain" mashup explain how it came to be.
An oral history of Tom Holland's sensational 'Lip Sync Battle' performance
The fact that they didn’t, the success of the British monarchy in transitioning from the divine rulers at the apex of history’s biggest empire to the celebrities at the centre of a modern ...
Prince Philip was the godfather of Anglo-British nationalism
But once the idea was invented, it quickly began to reshape the modern world In 2008 ... that whiteness is a relatively new thing in human history. And yet just as in the case of genetic science ...
The invention of whiteness: the long history of a dangerous idea
Having explored the metaphor of Jewish history as a journey ... as missing from the post-modern Judaism of our own day. He describes the Judaism found in today’s Britain as divided between ...
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